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EXPERIMENTAL WORK
Preliminary tests on about 30 samples indicated that the short procedure described in this paper was appiicab.le to phosphate rock.
!fhen the method was adopted tentatively for ·routine uran~um determination on phosphate rock. Several thousand samples typical of the deposits being tested by the Geological Survey were analyzed for uranium by this procedure over a.n extended period of time.
Concurrent with the chemical anaJ.yses, the uranium content of these samples was determined by independent methods. The results by beta-gamma count of t otal radioactivity were used as the main criteria for a ucorrectn 10 and 20 percent; in most of them it was less than 15 percent.
3~
The last 2 percent of the samples showed quenching of the order of 20 to 25 percent.
When it is considered that phosphate rocks rarely contain more than ':rhese 4 were unusual samples (the uraniumbearing mineral proved to be a . different mineral than the one usually associated with phosphate rocks), but even these samples yielded to attack by (1 + l) HN0 3 • When thousands of sa,m:ples ha.ve to be analyzed routinely by relatively unskllled technicians an.d speed is an important consideration, a certain fraction of the analyses reported will be in error no matter 'What procedure is used, and the irreducible minimum of errors will increase wi:th the complexity of the ~ytical procedure. The results obtained here by this short procedure have been better on the whole than when more refined methods of analysis were used.
